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Abstract

Relaxation due to the Coulomb collisions of the electron

velocity distribution function with a high energy tail is investigated in

detail. In the course of the relaxation, a 'saddle' point can be created

in velocity space owing to if3 dependence of the deflection rate and a

positive slope or a "dip" appears in the tail direction. The time evolu-

tion of the electron tail is studied analytically. A comparison is made

with numerical results by using a Fokker-Planck code. Also discussed is

the kinetic instability concerned with the positive slope during the

relaxation.



§ 1. Introduction

High energy electrons play an important role in confining plasma,

for example, in the case of current drive by lower-hybrid waves (LHW) and

relativistic electron beams (REB). In lower-hybrid current drive (LHCD),

the efficiency increases with the phase velocity of LHW " : High energy

electrons carrying plasma current should exist in a plasma, though the

energetic electron population is much less than the thermal one. Int-

eresting features can be found in such a plasma including wide range of

electron velocity, since collisional effect is sensitive to the particle

velocity.

Generally the collisional process described by the Fokker-Planck

equation is understood by considering the scattering of a test particle in

a plasma. The approximate formulas for the slowing down rate (friction

coefficient) v's , and the diffusion coefficients On' and Oi' parallel and

perpendicular to the velocity of the test particle can be obtained by

assuming field particle distributions Maxwellian. 2i3) For velocity range

v<Vi,ve , where v is the velocity of the test particle, and u,- and ve are

the ion and electron thermal velocities, the slowing down rate and the

diffusion coefficients are independent of velocity. Energetic ions with

velocity between the ion and electron thermal velocities u;<u<ue slow

down mainly by colliding with electrons when v exceeds a critical velocity

vc-(3*/T:meZi/Ami )'̂
3ue . where me, m; , and z; are the electron mass, ion

mass, and ion charge number, respectively. These ions are produced during

neutral beam injection (NBI) or alpha particles due to D-T reactions. If

such energetic ions slow down below vc , the perpendicular diffusion and

slowing down by the ion-ion collisions dominate. For high energy elec-



trons ( Uj, ue < u ). which are found, for example, in LHCD, the parallel

diffusion is negligibly small. The slowing down rate y? and the deflec-

tion rate which is defined by y§ = 2DI/ir are comparable, v%^-v%( oc u"3 )

and the electron-electron and electron-ion collisions make roughly equal

contributions-to both processes.

As is seen in these simplified estimations, the relaxation property

of high energy electrons ( u<, ue < u ) is different from that of

energetic ions . ( i>i C v < ue ). The latter is studied, for example, in

refs. (4), (5), and (6). Behaviours of runaway electrons ( u,, ve < v )

in low density Ohmic discharge plasma are also investigated by several

authors. '"'*' However, interesting features in the Coulomb collision

process for high energy electrons, which will be studied in this work, may

be mir.sed owing to dc electric field acceleration.

In this paper, collisional relaxation of the electron distribution

with a high energy tail is investigated in detail by studing the Fokker-

Planck equation. Such a problem may be worth studying in relation to the

'spectral-gap' between the bulk and LHW-electron resonance region in

velocity space during LHCD without dc electric field.

Section 2 is on the analysis of the Fokker-Planck equation, which

shows that a 'saddle' point can be created in velocity space and that the

time behaviour of the 'saddle' point accompanies a positive slope in the

tail direction. In Sec. 3, the tail relaxation is investigated numeri-

cally by using a nonlinear Fokker-Planck code 15) and the results are

compared with the analysis in Sec. 2. In Sec 4, conclusion and discussion

concerned with the kinetic instability originating from the positive slope

are presented.



§ 2. Theoretical Analysis

We consider the general properties of the Fokker-Planck collision

term. 2i3' The Fokker-Planck equation in the Landau formula is given by

" •$-? >• <±4&"«->-±!£'.<»» •

where g='v- v' , g-I c; I » and cak=2.-eie%,].nk . In the above equations,

et, r% , and /b are the charge, mass, and distribution function of species-

b, respectively, and lnA is the Coulomb logarithm.

Suppose /a has a hole, the minimum extremum, at v=t\) in velocity

space; then dfa/dvi=0, d~fa/dvi>0 for each velocity component Uj . We

assume that /(, is not negative. Equation (1) at u=io becomes

By making use of the relations

r? 22 \ 2
• ( ^ } = - -

and

(4)

the first term of Eq.(2) becomes
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v/a(io)(£7r/bUt>))
 >0 '

"Id b '"b

where it has been assumed that /(,—0 as u'— «> . Since

g gJ g

with S2 and es any two other mutually perpendicular unit vector to g.

,7 q q v d2/a

63- (^^)J0-e3) > 0 . (7)

Thus the second term of Eq.(2) is positive;

g g a n3 U

From the inequalities (5) and (8)

(9)

This shows that /„ increases at V=UQ ', any hole as an initial perturbation

disappears in velocity space. The Fokker-Planck equation does not allow

the creation of any hole. When /a(uj)=O, the inequality (9) is also

retained. This is the proof of positivity of the distribution function.

23' However, in what follows, it will be shown that a 'saddle' point ( not

a true hole ) can be created in velocity space, which leads to a positive

slope or a 'dip' in the parallel direction to the magnetic field.
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We restrict ourselves to the case when the distribution functions

are symmetric about the direction of the magnetic field dfb/dcp = 0, where

<p is the azimuthal angle, and write the Fokker-Planck equation in cylin-

drical coordinates ( i>u,ui ) , where vw is the velocity component paral-

lel to the magnetic field and v± is the normal component. Further we

assume dfa/duj, = 0 at uj_ = 0 .

The relaxation of electrons with ux = 0 in the parallel velocity

space, i.e. on the uii-axis is studied. In the vicinity of ui = 0, the

Fokker-Planck equation given by Eq.(l) is composed of the terms including

fe\ux-o> d
zfe/dvi I Oj=o> d

zfe/d VT\ I U^Q , and dfe/dvn \ v^o for electrons.

The fe I„ -o term is obtained from the l.h.s. of the expression (5). It is

complicated but straightforward to obtain the expression for

concerned with the dzfe/dvi I Ux=o and 3
z/e/3uilu=o terms in cylindrical

coordinates. The gradient of a vector dfe/dv is given by

where ($i=ui, ?2='P' f3=un} designate the curvilinear coordinates with the

scale factors /i|=hj. = l, hz=h9=v± . and /i3=/iu=l , and F)k defined by

\

i s a Christoffel symbol. Taking

g - (vx -v i 'cos(<p-(p'), vi'sin((p-<p' ), and dfe/d(p = 0 into
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account, we obtain

(g

[ V I

( VI

irr

g3

cos(<t

- 2ui

3-<p')} 2 +

g 3

'CQS((fi-<p' )

g3

. 'sin(?)-<p' )l 2 +

II - U l l '

g3

(Un-Un • ) 2

, - ) 2

a
dv.

1

a2

2fe

a/.

f.

1̂1

g •)• . ( 1 0 ;

g dm

Therefore, at uj. = 0

dVi ' " I" 0

,»o . (14)

where use has been made of the relation

The a/e/auii 1 .̂0 term originates from
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and

of Eq.(l). Integrating by parts in the expression (17) and using Eq.(3),

we find that generally like-species collisions ( electron-electron colli

sions ) do not contribute to the dfe/dv term: The dfe/dv term becomes

At VL = 0, dfe/dvu I U|=o term is given by

2cei

From the expressions (5) , (14) , and (19) , we obtain

)/.(uii.u±=0)

3 - 2 ( m i - m i - ) 2 + ( u x ' ) 2 , d2fedvfb{v ) , ( U , ' ) ^ ( U - ) ^ ^ 1 ̂ J

2Cei , 1 1 . /* ,3 . . , - . . L U l - Ull ' d f e , „ „ .

^ t ) J d u / ( w ) ^ ' ^ ° • (20)

Equation (20) retains the general property of the Fokker-Planck collision

term: If io = (UII=I/J1, Ui=0) is the minimum extremum point of fe with

d2fe/dvi>Q. dzfK/d\n>0 , and 3/e/dun=0, then 3/ e /a H uo>O and any hole
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tends to be filled. Consequently there exist no minimum extremum point in

velocity space.

Consider a electron distribution function with a long tail in the

parallel direction, for example, as shown in Fig. 1. Such a distribution

often appears in LHCD. In the figure n=v\\/ve and v=v\_/ve , and the distri-

bution is taken to be Haxwellian for uSuc . If the distribution function

has the maxima at vi=O in the perpendicular direction ( 62/e/3io.lu -o<0

) and if the second term in Eq. (20) is sufficiently large, dfe/dt\v,o

may be negative. Indeed the first term in Eq.(20) is generally small, the

coefficient of the second derivative term on V\\ ( the third term ) is

smaller than that on ui ( the second tern* ), and for the tail part of the

distribution function, I d2fe/d\A K i d2fe/dv{ I and dfe/dvn -v- 0. Thus

for the tail part, time evolution of the distribution function described

by Eq.(20) can be dominated by the second term, which has the negative

contribution to dfe/dt\v,=o > and a positive slope may be created in the

parallel distribution because of the if1 dependence of the perpendicular

diffusion coefficient. The slower velocity region in the tail distribu-

tion tends to relax faster than the higher region. This leads to the

formation of a 'dip' in the parallel velocity space ( d^fe/dw\>Q ).

Since the hole formation is forbidden as a general property, the sign of

the second derivative of fe with respect to uj. must be kept negative

( d2fe/di/i<Q ). Thus Eq. (20) indicates that there is a possibility that

a 'saddle' point ( not a hole ) is created in velocity space during the

tail relaxation.

We consider the temporal behaviour of the positive slope formed in

the parallel velocity space in the course of time. As will be mentioned

later in the section on numerical analysis, if the tail electron popula-
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tion is much less than the thermal one, each coefficient in Eq.(20) can be

evaluated by assuming /b Maxwellian with the temperature 7t, and the

density rib • Since Vi<ve , the following expressions are obtained for

and v±=0 .

QK £ £s§^/b (v) - at%f. (v) , (21

We"

7TT.)) (22)

(22)'

(23)'

and

2cei

Virv 2u(
2

(g4)

Here, the expressions (22) and (23) denote the diffusion coefficients D'i

and gDTi . respectively, and $ (x) is the error function. The perpendicu-
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lar temperature is taken to be Tj. ', fe°cexp(-meiq./2TjL.) for u«>u» . By

assuming that the third and fourth terms in Eq.(20) can be neglected

initially, the temporal behaviour of the electron distribution function

for Un>i)e and v±=0 is governed by

. uj.=0) - 4nJjM^I fe («• . ui=0> - (25)

After the normalization by using r=£/ro, -01=8;re4nelnA/nij]j, \.<el=Ti/mei%,

?e=/ei^/ne ' a n d u=i/n/ue. Eq.(25) becomes

U V ex(U,T)
\ • (26)

The first term is much smaller than the second, unless u is too large. In

the constant ve£ approximation, the solution for Eq. (26) is

?e(u,r. -- ?e(u,O)exp( 5j—) . (27)

Equation (27) describes the temporal behaviour of the tail. In the time

scale and velocity space under consideration, dfe/d~ is negative and %

increases with u; a positive slope is produced in the parallel velocity

space. On the other hand, the distribution function remains almost

Maxwellian near the bulk region. This results in the formation of a "dip

in the parallel velocity space and hence a 'saddle' point in velocity

space.

At the saddle point; u=us=(i/n=ufi .uj.=O), dfe/dv\\ I ;t -̂  0 and if the

form of the distribution function near vs is taken to be
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fed) = fe(vs) exp {
n^^-f)} exp(- ̂ ) , (28)

then Eq.(20) is reduced to

ceene 4 me

(29)

Since the second term of the r.h.s. is able to have the largest contribu-

tion to Eq.(29), the distribution function at the 'saddle' point decreases

possessing the negative time derivative; the 'saddle" point does not tend

to be filled, though it drops more slowly with increase in Tx due to the

perpendicular diffusion. Contrary to this, any hole in velocity space

tends to be filled by the Coulomb collisions, as previously mentioned.

§ 3. Numerical Analysis

In this section, numerical results by using a nonlinear Fokker-

Planck code 15) are compared with the analysis in the previous section.

We solve the Fokker-planc'' equation with the initial distribution function

shown in Fig. 1 in order to investigate the relaxation of the tail dustri-

bution numerically. Computation is carried out in spherical polar coordi-

nates ( 0,v ), where 8 is the polar angle and v is the particle speed.

The ion distribution is fixed Maxwellian throughout the computation. The

boundary condition at the maximum velocity vmax is /(9,umOLI)=0 with vmal =

30. The velocity is normalized by the electron thermal velocity of the
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bulk plasma. The mesh numbers are 61 in the 0-direction and 76 in the

v-direction. Time step is AT = 0.2 which is normalized by the collision

time of the bulk thermal velocity. The distribution function is norma-

lized by nc/t^ .

Figures 2 and 3 show the contours of the distribution function and

the parallel distribution functions along the line with 0 = 0 and & = it

which corresponds to L/J. = 0, at r = 10 (a), r = 20 (b), and r = 30 (c) .

In Fig. 3 solid curves are the numerical solutions, broken curves show the

analytic solutions given by Eq.(27), and dotted curves indicate the

initial distribution function. A "saddle' point is formed in the two

dimensional velocity space near u= Uc and w=0. The point has the minimum

and maximum in the parallel and perpendicular directions. As a result, a

positive slope or a 'dip' appears in the parallel velocity space. This is

because the distribution is almost Maxwellian near the bulk and owing to

the if' dependence of the coefficient of the perpendicular diffusion which

drops the value of the distribution function. Also seen is the increase

in the perpendicular temperature due to the perpendicular diffusion; 7i~

4 Te at r = 30 near the "saddle' point. These pictures are consistent

with the analysis in Sec. 2.

We confirm the consistency through the quantitative comparison. In

Fig. 3 the analytic solutions for the tail part ( Eq.(27) ) are shown by

broken curves assuming that w,| increases with u"1 and ijj; (u= t^) = 4,

Ve£, (u= vmaz ) = 1.5. A fairly good agreement is seen with numerical

results; Eq.(27) describes well the temporal relaxation of the tail. The

deviation of the analytic solution from the numerical solution is owing

mainly to the simplified estimation of the perpendicular temperature v,;l.

Figure 4 shows the distribution function integrated over vj_ , <F(u)>
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at T = 50. As can be seen in the figure, a positive slope is also formed

in <F(u)>.

We have also done the calculation by using a linear Fokker-Planck

code l6) and found that the results appreciably agree with those by the

nonlinear code. Therefore the linear Fokker-Planck coefficients can be

used to analyze the tail relaxation. This justifies the approximations in

Eqs.(22)-(24). Further, it is checked that the H-theorem is satisfied in

the nonlinear calculation; for the entropy density

s = - JcPvfelnfe , (30)

ds/dt>0. Thus the positive slope formation in the parallel distribution

is not contrary to the H-theorem.

§ 4. Discussion and Conclusion

We have investigated collisional relaxation of the electron tail

distribution by studying the Fokker-Planck equation. An interesting

feature has been found in the collisional process of high energy elec-

trons; a 'saddle' point can be created in the two dimensional velocity

space in the course of the relaxation. The parallel distribution along

the line with vi = 0 or integrated over v±. can have a positive slope or

a dip There is a consistency between the theoretical analysis and the

numerical one by using a Fokker-Planck code. The existence of a "saddle"

point or a positive slope is not inconsistent with the H-theorem.

However, such a distribution function with a positive slope is

unstable to the plasma wave instability with u=upekn/k . Plasma waves can
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be excited via the Cerenkov resonance interaction in velocity region with

the positive slope. Therefore, the positive slope may not appear actually

because of the inverse Landau damping. The instability originating from

the positive slope was analyzed in relation to the tail formation by dc

electric field, l7'l8) the relaxation of the injected electron beam, l9>

and the "spectral-gap" in LHCD. 16)

In WT-2 experiment on LHCD with applying LHW to the electron tail

formed by electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) , 20) the discharge

was terminated together with abrupt change in the loop voltage, which is

like the tail mode instability. 2I) The flat tail extended to the higher

velocity region due to the longitudinal diffusion by LHW may trigger the

instability via the anomalous Doppler effect. Another possible inter-

pretation is as follows: The collisional relaxation of the seed tail

formed by ECRH leads to the formation of the positive slope through the

mechanism which is studied in the present paper. Subsequently the

<ii=uipelc\\/k mode can be excited via the Cerenkov resonance (inverse Landau

damping), even if no anomalous Doppler effect occurs. The excited plasma

waves also interact with the electrons in the anomalous Doppler resonance

region to increase the perpendicular energy of the electrons. Such

electrons could escape from the inherent magnetic surfaces and the confi-

nement would fail. In this way, the plasma waves excited via the Cerenkov

resonance may deteriorate the confinement by producing high perpendicular

energy electrons.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Contour of the electron distribution function

with a long tail in the parallel direction.

F(u.io) = (2_
1
)3/2exp(- -|)exp(- -jf) < s FN(u,ui) ) for u S uc

F(u.io) = FN("C'"')( 1 + ^ ) ( s-Feb(u.ui) ) /or it S u g ub

F(u.io) = Fcb(ub,w)exp( "
5 ~ " ) for ub g u .

Here, u = u«/ue, w = uj./ue, Uc = 3 , tib =28, and vmal = 30.

Fig. 2 Contours of the distribution function

at T = 10 (a), r = 20 (b), and T = 30 (c).

Fig. 3 Parallel distribution functions F(u,w=0)

at T = 10 (a), - = 20 (b), and T = 30 (c).

The solid, broken, and dotted curves indicate the numerical

solutions, analytic solutions for the tail part ( Eq.(27) ),

and initial distribution function, respectively.

They are truncated at the value 2*10'3 .

Fig. 4 Parallel distribution function <F(u)> at T = 50,

which is integrated in the perpendicular direction

and truncated at the value 4x 10'2 .
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